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NEW
Tooling!

Airspeed Oxford MP425/G-AITB - 
RAF Museum, Hendon

The Airspeed AS.10 Oxford, affectionately known by her

crews as the ‘Ox Box’ was developed by Airspeed Ltd to

meet an Air Ministry need for an advanced training

aircraft to train crews whose role was to fly bomber

aircraft. It was a low wing cantilever monoplane with

semi-monocoque constructed fuselage and wooden tail

unit. Its main landing gear struts retracted into the engine

nacelles and it was designed to hold a normal crew of

three although the seating could be changed according to

the training role.  The cockpit had dual controls and two

seats for a pilot and either a navigator or second pilot.

Just over 8500 were built, primarily for the RAF although

it was used extensively by Commonwealth air forces as

well as many other countries across Europe and beyond.

It took its first flight in 1937 and was used to prepare and

train complete aircrews for RAF Bomber Command,

including pilots, navigators, bomb aimers, gunners and

radio operators on the same flight.  When training bomb

aimers, the second set of controls was removed and the

space used for a prone operator.  If training navigators,

the second seat was pushed back to line up with the

chart table.  Aft of the cockpit was a wireless operator

station on the starboard of the fuselage.  As well as

training various crew members, the Oxford could also 

be used as an air ambulance.  The aircraft was used by 

the RAF in a training and light transport role until 1956

when many were sold for use by overseas air forces. 

It was in an Airspeed Oxford that the aviator Amy

Johnson went missing, said to have crashed in the Thames

Estuary in 1941. 

Several are preserved across the world and our newly

tooled Oxford Diecast version is modelled on the aircraft

on display at the RAF Museum, Hendon, a replica of the

Mk III 425 hp version.  It is decorated in the dark brown

and dark green camouflage scheme with yellow wing tips

and fuselage band.  Coloured triangles, also in yellow,

feature on the lower wings and on the sides of the

fuselage.  Other details included a green cockpit with

black instrument panel, amber upper cockpit glazing and

the addition of an aerial above the cockpit.  

NEWAirspeed Oxford MP425/
G-AITB - RAF Museum, Hendon
                                     SCALE       PRICE
72AO001          1:72  £33.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEWScania Highline Nooteboom 3 Axle
Semi Low Loader - Stobart Rail
                                              SCALE       PRICE
76SHL01ST             1:76  £25.45

Scania Highline Nooteboom 3 Axle Semi 
Low Loader - Stobart Rail
New tooling brings this intricately detailed 3-axle semi-

low loader to the 1:76 Oxford truck series and for our

first release we’ve chosen the striking royal blue and

white Stobart Rail livery.  The trailer is decorated with a

blue body and chassis, brown planking, as well as a black

underfloor generator and black mudguards.  The side bars

of the low loader are painted silver.  The trailer is pulled

by a Scania Highline tractor unit which features the

Stobart Rail blue and white corporate colour scheme and

lettering, including the Stobart name in blue and red on

the wind deflector.  Registered PX58 BNA, another detail

to note is the transparent orange lightbar fitted to the

front of the cab roof. 

The model is another great addition to your expanding

fleet of Stobart Rail vehicles and in an appropriate model

railway 00 scale, too!

Mercedes Actros GSC Flatbed Trailer - J R Adams
Our Mercedes Actros tooling allowed for two cab

variants – the GSC and the SSC.  For our latest release,

we have chosen the GSC version in the familiar two tone

red livery of the famous North Eastern heavy haulage

company J R Adams.  As a bonus the model also features

our first release of a new flatbed trailer.

Registered NJ64 AMV, the heavily detailed cab carries the

company’s logo and contact details on the sides

surrounded by white coachlines.  The JR Adams name also

features on the wind deflector above the cab window and

its Newcastle location is proudly printed above the

radiator grille.

The newly introduced trailer is also red with brown

planking effect to the flatbed section and features silver

side bars and wheels and black mudguards.  An additional

authentic detail sees the number plate style trailer

number printed on the front board of the trailer. 

For Northern truck collectors, this is a great little

Geordie gem!

NEWMercedes Actros GSC
Flatbed Trailer - J R Adams
                                SCALE       PRICE
76MB003     1:76  £25.45
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NEW
Tooling!

N SCALE

Ford Transit - AA
Our 1:148 introduction on the short wheelbase low roof Ford

Transit sees it decorated in up to the minute AA livery,

promoting itself not only as a breakdown vehicle but also

‘rescuing homes too’, with cleverly applied black silhouettes of

rows of houses.  The signature colour scheme of yellow and

black remains the same except for the back which features high

visibility red chevrons and rear panel with essential contact details printed in

black out of red.  Finishing touches include a black interior and silvered wheel inserts.

Irizar PB - Ulsterbus
You now have the option of snapping up this

Irish liveried Irizar PB in N scale, presented 

in the popular bright Ulsterbus livery of

white with green and two-tone blue abstract

riband effect running along the sides.  

The company logo features in blue on both

sides and the coloured bands also wrap

around the front of the coach.  The vehicle is

registered BXI 337 and also comes with

tinted side and rear windows and tinted roof

hatch windows. The spoiler and bumpers are white 

while the interior is mid grey with mid blue seating. 

Volvo FH4 and Curtainside Trailer -
Eddie Stobart
The Volvo FH4 with curtainside

trailer has already been tooled

up in 1:76 scale, so for N

scale enthusiasts, we are

pleased to treat you to the

brand new 1:148 version,

launched in the same Eddie

Stobart livery as its larger

counterpart.  Registered KR13

VYD, the truck brings another 

modern addition to the haulage range. 

Mercedes Actros MP4 with 
Curtainside Trailer - Eddie Stobart
Our first release on the N-scale

tooling of the Mercedes Actros

MP4 GSC with Curtainside

Trailer comes in Eddie Stobart

colours.  The livery, advertising

the Stobart Sustainable

Distribution role, is reproduced

in white, grey, black and red,

with the graduated green cab

sides and bonnet and the girl’s

name ‘Nic Chick’ across the front above the Mercedes badge.

Registered GK62 0ZD, the decoration extends to the silver

trailer roof and extensive graphics across the back doors.  

NEWMercedes Actros MP4 with
Curtainside Trailer - Eddie Stobart
                                               SCALE        PRICE
NMB001                1:148  £13.95

NEW
Tooling!

NEWVolvo FH4 and Curtainside Trailer -
Eddie Stobart
                                               SCALE        PRICE
NVOL4001             1:148  £12.95

NEWIrizar PB - Ulsterbus
                        SCALE       PRICE
NIRZ003  1:148  £9.45

NEWFord Transit - AA
                        SCALE       PRICE
NFT016   1:148  £5.25
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1:76 SCALE

Ford Zephyr - Goodwood Green
Our Ford Zephyr 6 tooling represents the saloon car

made between 1962 and 1966 during which

time over 105,000 rolled off the production

line.  Registered YNF 157A from  1963, our

ninth release is painted in a dark black green

with black interior and contrasting silver

external trim which includes the Zephyr lettering at

the front of the bonnet and the Zephyr 6 designation

on the offside rear boot section.  Another

detail to note particularly is the Zephyr’s

characteristic long chrome radiator grille

and the authentically finished wheel trims.  

Mini 1275GT - Bronze Yellow
The Classic Mini has remained a popular favourite for nearly 60

years and the 1275GT version with its racy appearance was

the chosen drive for many young sporty motorists.  Our fourth

release is decorated in an authentic deep bronze yellow

echoing the trend of the day, complete with black stripes 

along the sides incorporating its MINI 1275 GT status.

Registered UOK 959L from 1972/73, the model features 

a grey blue interior while the remaining exterior includes a

wealth of silver masking which shows off really well against the

body colour.  Pure nostalgia!

Vauxhall Friary Estate - Swan White/Lime Yellow
This colour scheme has already appeared on our 1:43 scale

version of the Vauxhall Friary Estate and is positively fizzing

with fresh white, lime and lemon!  

Evolved from the Vauxhall Cresta saloon produced

between 1954 and 1972, the American car

influence is clearly seen with large tail fins, 

lots of chrome and bright colour schemes.  

The now rare estate version was converted 

by Friary of Basingstoke in Hampshire.

Much more attainable is our 1:76 scale replica, 

its fresh exterior paintwork complemented by masses 

of chromework, whilst inside the authentic detail extends 

to two-tone pale green seating and tan fittings.  

NEWBL Princess - Tahiti Blue
                            SCALE     PRICE
76BLP004   1:76  £5.25

NEWMini 1275GT - Bronze Yellow
                                    SCALE     PRICE
76MINGT004    1:76  £5.45

NEWVauxhall Friary Estate -
Swan White/Lime Yellow
                            SCALE     PRICE
76CFE006   1:76  £5.45

NEWFord Zephyr - 
Goodwood Green
                            SCALE     PRICE
76ZEP009   1:76  £5.45

BL Princess - Tahiti Blue
The British Leyland Austin Princess was a four

door saloon launched in the 1970s, instantly

recognizable by its distinctive wedge-shape

with sloping back.  For our fourth release 

we have chosen the authentic bright Tahiti 

blue. Registered UOX 766S from 1977/78, 

the interior is black with tan coloured seats

complementing the exterior bright blue body

colour.  Special features to note are the

characteristic British Leyland light clusters and

the black front grille with silver detail. 
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Jaguar F Type - Ultimate Black
WOW!  This car is so beautiful!  The F-Type, considered

to be the spiritual successor to the iconic E-Type, makes

its entrance this time in a gleaming black with red hood.

The model is registered DS15 ZKF and comes with

black interior.  The distinctive spoked wheels are

painted silver, as are the twin exhausts, side vents

and radiator grille surround.  The boot features the

famous Jaguar marque and a final detail sees a red

and green circle with silver S on the boot and inset

into the radiator grille, rounding off a striking addition

to your prestige car shelf.  

Jaguar F Type - British Racing Green Metallic
This racy Jaguar F Type looks great in the iconic BRG

colour scheme, complete with black hood.

Complemented by black wheels with silver trim and

boss, the contrasting interior is reproduced in a light

stone colour with black steering wheel.  Registered YF13

NHD, additional detail sees a silvered

finish to the Jaguar radiator badge, 

side vents and twin exhausts.  

Sheer elegance on wheels!

Jaguar XF Saloon - Polaris White
The Jaguar XF was originally launched in

2007, designed by Ian Callum.  Here at

Oxford we have based our 1:76 scale

replica on the 2013 updated specification.

For its fifth outing our four door XF saloon,

registered ST13 VKF from that year, appears

in pristine white with black interior, 

seats, external door pillars and chassis.

Additional trim sees wheels, front grilles 

and exhausts finished in silver. 

NEWNissan Qashqai - Black
                            SCALE     PRICE
76NQ002    1:76  £5.45

NEWJaguar F Type - British
Racing Green Metallic
                            SCALE     PRICE
76FTYP005 1:76  £5.45

NEWJaguar XF Saloon -
Polaris White
                            SCALE     PRICE
76XF005     1:76  £5.45

NEWJaguar F Type -
Ultimate Black
                            SCALE     PRICE
76FTYP007 1:76  £5.45

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Nissan Qashqai - Black
Only the second release off the new tooling,

we are pleased to bring you a further livery

on the popular Nissan Qashqai.  Our model

is based on the J10 version of the Qashqai,

which Nissan launched as a compact

crossover vehicle with production lasting

from 2006 to 2013. 

Our replica model of this first generation

Qashqai is registered BD07 EUV and comes

in a glossy black with mid grey interior.  The

distinctive Nissan radiator grille incorporates

the Nissan badge in silver out of black while

other exterior masking sees black window

frames, wipers, bumpers and chassis.  
MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Jaguar F Type - Firesand
                             SCALE     PRICE
76FTYP003  1:76  £5.45
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1:76 SCALE
Routemaster Bus - Blackpool Transport
The iconic double decker Routemaster bus,

so often associated with London and

arguably a tourist attraction in itself, is seen

here fulfilling a role with Blackpool

Transport, registered ALD 966B from the

1960s.  Decorated in the red and white

livery of the day, our bus is working as the

No. 40, taking passengers to Blackpool’s

Tower, Pleasure Beach and Pontins.  Its

advertising panels are promoting the handy

Travel Card for use on the bus and the

train printed in red, green and black.

Perhaps the happy passengers sitting on the

red interior seating have just arrived at the

seaside, heading for the delights of the

Pontins holiday camp, taking in the scenery

on the way. 

Ford 400E - Maidstone & District
The Maidstone & District Motor Services bus company is 

a great favourite amongst collectors and here we have a

superb little support vehicle in the shape of the Ford 

400E Van, commonly known as the Ford Thames van.

Decorated in the company’s signature two-tone green

with contrasting silver trim, the gold lettering denotes

it as being deployed in the service department where

no doubt it played a key role in keeping the buses on

the road.  Registered 164 SKE, the interior is silver

grey with darker grey seating.  The popular small

commercial Ford 400E was manufactured between 1957 and

1965 and amongst its varied clientele, it was a favourite with bus

companies, some of which already feature in the Oxford range.

Bedford OWB - Warstones
The Bedford OWB single decker bus was

originally designed for wartime use but

after the conflict, like many commercial

vehicles, it was bought by civilian

operators, of which Warstone’s Motors

was one.  Its individual shape looks good in

the bright green with cream radiator, wheels

and side stripe, with the number 4 printed on the

front wings and on the back of the bus. The

destination board of this West Midland Company sees it

heading for the village of Blymhill, probably full of passengers from

towns such as Stafford or Wolverhampton, seated on the slatted wooden

seats.  Registered GZ 2448, the distinctive Bedford radiator incorporates the

small headlight option on this model. 

In real life, this coach is one of the few remaining in the UK and has fortunately

been fully restored to its former glory.

NEWRoutemaster Bus -
Blackpool Transport
                         SCALE      PRICE
76RM111 1:76   £9.95

NEWBedford OWB - Warstones
                                SCALE       PRICE
76OWB012    1:76  £15.45

NEWFord 400E - 
Maidstone & District
                          SCALE      PRICE
76FDE014  1:76  £5.75
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1:76 SCALE

NEWFord Transit LWB 
High Roof - Royal Mail
                         SCALE      PRICE
76FT024   1:76   £5.45

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Ford Transit LWB High Roof - Royal Mail
The Oxford fleet of Royal Mail vehicles across

the ages is joined  for this release by the

modern Ford Transit long wheel base high roof

van which in real life is the only one of its kind

in the Royal Mail fleet, being an ‘electric’

conversion of the standard Ford Transit TDCi

100T 350.  One of the Smith electric vehicle

conversions, this unique mail van is powered

by an electric 400 CF Edison battery.  

Its Electric Vehicle status is printed in

white on both sides beneath the 

Royal cipher.  With a 2007 registration

plate - YN07 EKH - and decorated in

the signature bright red paint scheme

with black interior, other modern

graphics include the 08457 telephone

number and website address across the back

doors with the website address repeated under

the Royal cipher on the side doors.

BSA Motorbike & Sidecar -
Royal Mail
                          SCALE      PRICE
76BSA003 1:76  £4.75

Ford Transit Mk3 - Royal Mail
                          SCALE      PRICE
76FT3002  1:76  £5.45

Ford 400E Van - Royal Mail
                          SCALE      PRICE
76FDE004  1:76  £5.75

New Ford Transit Van (L.Roof) -
Royal Mail 
                          SCALE      PRICE
76FT002    1:76  £5.45
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1:43 SCALE

NEWAston Martin Vanquish
Coupé - Selene Bronze
                           SCALE      PRICE
AMV002     1:43  £24.95

NEWAston Martin DB9 Coupé -
Onyx Black
                                    SCALE      PRICE
AMDB9002       1:43  £24.95

Aston Martin DB9 Coupé - Onyx Black
Oxford’s newly tooled Aston Martin DB9 coupé made its

entrance in the last issue of The Globe in its signature

silver colour scheme with red upholstery  and the second

release comes in an equally striking black with beige

interior. It also features the Left Hand Drive option with

related interior components and LHD wipers. 

The exterior trim detail is silver/ black, even down to the

authentic silver 10-spoke wire wheels, complete with

yellow brake callipers and black brake discs.  The black

front bumper is almost invisible, just like the real thing

The Aston Martin badge sits above the Aston’s

distinctively shaped black and chrome radiator grille,

whilst the registration is simply DB9, which says it all!

Aston Martin Vanquish Coupé - Selene Bronze
On only its second outing, our stunning 1:43 scale Aston

Martin Vanquish coupé comes in an eye-catching bronze

colour scheme with cream interior. For our overseas

enthusiasts, you will be delighted to see that it is left hand

drive, with left hand drive components and appropriately

positioned windscreen wipers.  Registered simply

VANQUISH, the interior detail includes cream door

panels and dashboard and even features silver pedals!

Other interior details are finished in black apart from the

centre console which has been given a silver surround.

The exterior detail is primarily black apart from silver

side vents, exhausts and side window frames. Altogether

the height of opulence!   
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NEWBedford OYC Tanker -
Petroleum Board
                           SCALE      PRICE
76BD021    1:76  £12.95

1:76 SCALE
Bedford OYC Tanker - Petroleum Board
The Bedford OY was introduced in 1939 for

the military and comprised a long wheelbase

truck.  The OYC was the tanker version to

carry either water or petrol and it is in its

fuel distribution role that we see it here

in blue and black with white bumper

markings, registered GLK 5.  

Its PB 795 fleet number 

features on the cab doors

while the tanker sides carry

the warning Petroleum Spirit

Highly Inflammable.  Its POOL

status is also printed above the

cab’s split window.  Despite its

authentic drab appearance, it is a 

useful model to add to your 

military diorama of the period.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Scammell Pioneer Artillery
Tractor - Luftwaffe Crete 1943
                          SCALE      PRICE
76SP009   1:76  £12.95

Konecranes Reach Stacker -
NATO Green
                            SCALE      PRICE
76KRS004  1:76 £25.45

40MM Bofors Gun - Brown
                          SCALE      PRICE
76BF001    1:76  £7.95

TACR2 - RAF Camouflage
                          SCALE      PRICE
76TAC001  1:76  £10.95
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1:76 SCALE
BMC Booking Office - Harris Coaches
Here, our latest replica of the

BMC Mobile Unit is as used

as a mobile booking office

by the tour operator

Harris’s, registered BMC

25.  The highly

decorative graphics

featuring destination

diversity from palm

trees to mountains

indicate that you

could book a coach

tour to several European

destinations, enjoy a race

weekend at Le Mans or if you preferred to

stay on home soil, you could opt for London or

Blackpool!  

The front cabin interior is black while the rear floor area

is moulded in red.  To the exterior, the colourful images

against the white background also include a central red

band which runs round the vehicle.  The model comprises

a completely different use from its predecessors, adding

further interest to this mini series. 

Scania Topline Horsebox - 
A W Jenkinson
The A W Jenkinson

company is based in

Cumbria, dealing primarily

in forest products, as the

name on the side of our

latest truck release

indicates.  The company is

involved in various

additional activities both

at home and abroad

associated with the timber

industry where its co-

products include waste wood

recovery, pallet and fencing timber, pallet

repairs and also the supply of wood flake

bedding to the animal farming industry.  

The Scania Topline cab with integrated custom-

made Oakley Horsebox is decorated in the

signature Jenkinson colour scheme of white

with graduated green graphics with silvered

skylights and a black interior.  It is registered

400 AJW.  The rear of the truck is painted pale

green with the A W Jenkinson Forest Products

lettering printed in white, including their

website address, which is well worth accessing

to read of their environmental dedication. 

NEWBMC Booking Office -
Harris Coaches
                              SCALE       PRICE
76BMC004   1:76  £15.45

NEWScania Topline Horsebox -
A W Jenkinson
                              SCALE       PRICE
76SCA04HB 1:76  £18.75

Scania 6 Wheel Curtainside
Lorry - White
                           SCALE      PRICE
76S94003  1:76  £16.45
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1:76 SCALE
Burrell Showmans Loco - No.1
The Burrell Showmans

locomotives were the

workhorses of fairgrounds up

and down the country during

the age of steam, being used

not only for pulling equipment

but also for powering the rides.

Here we see a typical Burrell

which was part of the Pat Collins

Funfairs, a showman family who have

been entertaining the public for over

150 years, founded by Patrick Collins

in the West Midlands in the late 19th

Century and still going strong today. 

Our latest Oxford release on the Burrell

Showmans locomotive sees it as used by the Pat

Collins Fun Fair to power the Yeoman’s Galloping

Horses ride.  The highly detailed locomotive,

registered DH 2507, is resplendent in red, yellow and gold

with a white roof, which houses the folded down black

chimney stack.  Descriptive lettering runs along the sides

of the roof outlined in red and gold and the G Burrell &

Sons Ltd Engineers name is also printed on the front of

the engine.  This highly decorated model certainly

deserves a place in your Showman diorama. 

Fowler B6 Showmans
Locomotive - King Carnival
John Fowler &Co (Leeds) Ltd

were one of the great names in

the manufacture of showman

locomotives right up to the 1930s

and our latest introduction, only

the third in the 1:76 scale series,

represents their B6 engine, named

King Carnival which is printed on

the side of the body.  

Decorated in red and black with a

grey roof, our model is registered

EF 4883. The John Fowler

company details are printed in

gold on a red plate on the

front of the locomotive.  

The wealth of decoration is

topped on this release with the

addition of texture to the outside

of the wheels to imitate their 

real-life condition.  Now there’s

attention to detail!

Fowler BB1 16nhp Ploughing
Engine No.15145 ‘Rusty’, Dorset
                           SCALE      PRICE
76FBB001  1:76  £16.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWBurrell Showmans Loco -
No.1
                              SCALE       PRICE
76BUR005    1:76  £16.95

NEWFowler B6 Showmans
Locomotive - King Carnival
                              SCALE       PRICE
76FB6003   1:76  £16.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

AR119 AR118 AR117AR120AR121AR122AR123 AR119 AR118 AR117AR120AR121AR122AR123

AR112 AR111 AR110AR113AR114AR115AR116

AR124 Volvo Album: Volvo was set up in 1915, and in 1927 the first car was
built in Gothenburg, the first lorry in 1928.  The first Volvo bus appeared in
1934, and the company grew in the 1930s.  In the postwar years Volvo cars,
trucks and buses gained a worldwide reputation for their sturdy construction

and reliability.  In the 1970s Volvo took over Daf cars.  In 2000 Volvo
Group sold their car-making division to Ford , who sold it on in 2010
to Geely of China.  The bus and truck side of the business prospered,
acquiring Renault (and Mack) trucks, and Nissan Diesel.AR124

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS 
ALL AT 
£5.95 
EACH

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part
of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76MW7014  1:76 - £29.95

3 BR Grey 7 Plank Wagons 
P73208/P153057/P201347 

OR76MW7013 
1:76 - £9.95

BR Grey 7 Plank Wagon 
P73162

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!
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